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Students will learn to interpret the sediments that contain archaeological 
sites through hands-on experience. Students will learn to understand and record a 
site as a part of a larger geological landscape, by analyzing and recording the sediment 
structures and materials that make up archaeological deposits.  "!
The course will consist of two parts: hands-on field methods, and lecture and reading 
assignments, spread over the three weeks of field school.  Students will be expected to 
participate fully in field work, do some basic reading, and attend lectures and meetings.  
The readings will be from one assigned text book and from hand-outs I will provide."
It is possible we will take a weekend field trip to some interesting places in and around 
the Harney Basin, both geologically and archaeologically. As with all field schools and 
field research, be flexible. "!
Field Experience!
Each student will have the opportunity through instruction to develop proficiency and 
understanding in the following tasks:"!

1. Map reading, site orientation, and proper compass and GPS use"
2. Geomorphologic observation and interpretation of surrounding area."
3. Sediment profile preparation, profile description and profile drawing of 

archaeological excavation units."
4. Proper sampling, bagging and labeling of sediments and soils."
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5. Identification of sediments and soils."
6. Sediment probing and profiling with a bucket auger.  "

!
Lecture"!
 1. Quaternary Sediments"
" quaternary sediments top the geologic column "

stratigraphy"
origins of sediments"
transport mechanisms and their traces in sediments"
several systemic contexts of sediments: their energies, processes, morphologies"

" dating late Pleistocene and Holocene sediments" " "
" sediments as evidence of past environments"
" lithology ties a sediment to its source"!
2. Soils in Archaeology"

what is a soil?"
" soil horizons"
" common soil profile description, and sediment section description"
" soil forming processes"
" soil types"

buried soils and horizons in sediment sections"
soil horizon versus sediment stratum"!

3. Sediments in Archaeological Sites"
" site formation processes"
" buried paleosols"
" rock shelter sites vs. open air sites"
" recording strata as features in a site"
"  "

4. Graphic and Tabular Presentation of sediment data to enable analysis"!
5. Non-sediment Geoarchaeology: Rock Sources of Artifact Raw Materials"!
6. Paleoenvironmental proxies, dating methods, and general laboratory methods"!
Required Course Text--Waters, M.R. "

1992. Principles of Geoarchaeology. University of Arizona Press, Tucson.!
  "!!!
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!!!
Required Personal Equipment: !!
1. Hand Lens: 10x (not 15 or 20x) hand lens or loupe.  These can be obtained from 
college bookstores, local jewelers, or the internet.  You will need quality glass: the 
Hastings Triplet is the standard for scientists in the field. You will learn to look closely at 
materials."
2. Compass: oil filled, one that rotates on its clear plastic base with 360° azimuth scale.  
For example, the Silva Ranger ($40-50) or equivalent is basic archaeological gear."
3. An excavating kit, Marshalltown 45-5 or 45-6 pointing trowel (square trowel also is 
OK), line level, 3-meter tape measure, sharpies, gloves, pencils, folding knife, clip board. "
4. Camping gear: tent, sleeping bag, field shower, sun screen, field hat, comfortable 
hiking shoes, etc. The weather is variable, but mostly dry and dusty. Be careful of the 
electronics you bring and take appropriate measures to protect them (i.e., weatherproof 
case, bags, cleaning supplies, etc.). Feel free to bring anything else you would need for a 
3-week camping expedition, though understand that it is your responsibility to care for 
them.!
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